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King/Common eider

Somataria spectabilis/mollissima

1

female

12-01-2020 8:30 AM

Yes

S76939784

Erie

Presque Isle State Park

Sunset Point

N 42.17246  W 80.08915

over Lake Erie

1/4 to 1/2 mile

Fair.  There was light snow falling

Kowa TSN 884 Prominar spotting scope from 20X to 60X
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At 0830 while conducting the waterbird count, I spotted four large ducks moving
west low over the water about 1/4 mile offshore. The first three were clearly
White-winged Scoters and the fourth was larger and an overall dark brown duck,
which I readily identified as a female King/Common Eider. The eider was
noticeably larger than the White-winged scoters, but shaped very much like
them, being very heavy with a thick neck and having a sloping head profile. The
entire bird was an even dark brown in contrast with the blackish looking White-
winged Scoters. The upper wings were a solid brown and the underwings were a
bit lighter, especially in the area of the axillaries, than the rest of the bird. The
wings were noticeably heavy at the base, similar to the scoters. Because it was
snowing, plumage details, like barring, or exact head shape could not be
determined.

Flying in a similar manner as the White-winged Scoters low over the water in a
direct westerly direction

The only other possibilities would be Mallard or American Black Duck, but both
are far less bulky with thinner necks and show contrasting white underwings.
Their flight behavior is quite different as well.

Identifiable photos could not be obtained because of light conditions, distance,
and short period of time the bird was in view. I spent the entire minute or so the
bird was in view trying to determine whether it was a King or Common eider.

Yes.  As discussed above.  I have seen several others over the past few years at
Presque Isle.

none

none
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